General Assembly - 24th Session
UNHQ, N.Y., 18 September 1969
UN 16mm orig.comp.Ektachrome EF7242 1178'
& 1/4" Tape No. LT-671

1 mcu President Angie E. Brooks (Liberia) asking that
ms the President of the United States, Richard M.
Nixon, be escorted into the G.A. hall 26 26

2 ms President Nixon walking up podium, taking seat 34 8

3 ms mcu President Nixon approaching rostrum, addressing
 cu Assembly (entire speech covered) 1090 1082

4 mcu President Nixon taking his seat on podium after
mls concluding his address (sound: applause). 1139 49

ls Zoom to G.A. President speaking. President
Nicholas and presiding officers leaving podium 1178 39

5 ms Pan over floor during recess with delegates in conversation.

Sound: A/PV 1755